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Abstract

Automated human emotion detection is a topic of significant interest in the field of computer vision. Over the past
decade, much emphasis has been on using facial expression recognition (FER) to extract emotion from facial
expressions. Many popular appearance-based methods such as local binary pattern (LBP), local directional pattern
(LDP) and local ternary pattern (LTP) have been proposed for this task and have been proven both accurate and
efficient. In recent years, much work has been undertaken into improving these methods. The gradient local ternary
pattern (GLTP) is one such method aimed at increasing robustness to varying illumination and random noise in the
environment. In this paper, GLTP is investigated in more detail and further improvements such as the use of enhanced
pre-processing, a more accurate Scharr gradient operator, dimensionality reduction via principal component analysis
(PCA) and facial component extraction are proposed. The proposed method was extensively tested on the CK+ and
JAFFE datasets using a support vector machine (SVM) and shown to further improve the accuracy and efficiency of
GLTP compared to other common and state-of-the-art methods in literature.

Keywords: Facial expression recognition, Gradient local ternary pattern, Scharr operator, Dimensionality reduction,
Principal component analysis, Facial component extraction, Support vector machine

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, automated human emotion detec-
tion has been a topic of significant interest in the field
of computer vision. Two of the most common meth-
ods of emotion detection are human behaviour analy-
sis [1, 2] and facial expression recognition (FER) [3–5].
In behaviour analysis, an individual’s emotion is deter-
mined by analysing their stance and movement patterns,
while in FER, emotion is determined from the individual’s
facial expression. FER is arguably more descriptive than
behaviour analysis [3], and an individual’s face is also less
likely to be obscured in crowded areas. Much work has
been carried out over the past decade into creating and
improving high accuracy, robust methods of FER.
FER consists mainly of three important steps [3]: (1)

face detection, (2) facial feature extraction and finally (3)
expression classification. In the first step, faces are identi-
fied and extracted from the background. Different regions
of the face can then be extracted such as the eyebrows,
eyes, nose and mouth. The Viola and Jones face detection
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algorithm [6, 7] is widely used due to its efficiency, robust-
ness and accuracy at identifying faces in uncontrolled
backgrounds. Other methods include the use of active
shape models (ASM) [8–10] to identify facial points and
edges.
In the second step, suitable features that are able to

describe the emotion of the face are extracted. The fea-
tures are grouped into two main categories: appearance
and geometric. In appearance-based methods, an image
filter is applied to the whole face or specific facial regions
to extract changes in texture due to specific emotions,
such as wrinkles and bulges. Common appearance-based
feature extraction methods include the use of local binary
patterns (LBP) [9, 11–13], local directional patterns (LDP)
[12, 14], local ternary patterns (LTP) [15] and Gabor
wavelet transform (GWT) [12, 16]. While LBP, which
uses grey-level intensity values to encode the texture of
an image, is computationally efficient, it has been shown
to perform poorly under the presence of non-monotonic
illumination variation and random noise as even a small
change in grey-level values can easily change the LBP code
[17]. LDP employs a different texture coding scheme to
that of LBP, where directional edge response values are
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used instead of grey-level intensity values. While LDP has
been shown to outperform LBP, it tends to produce incon-
sistent patterns in uniform and near-uniform regions due
to its two-level discrimination coding scheme, and is heav-
ily dependent on the number of prominent edge direction
parameters [18]. To solve this limitation, LTP, which adds
an extra discrimination level and uses ternary codes as
opposed to binary codes in LBP, was introduced. More
recently, the gradient local ternary pattern (GLTP) [19]
method has been proposed which combines advantages
of the previous methods. GLTP uses a three-level dis-
crimination ternary coding scheme of gradient magnitude
values to encode the texture of an image.
Geometric methods focus on extracting features that

measure the distance between certain points on the face
such as the distance between corners of the eye and
mouth. The shape of various facial components due to
changing emotions can also be extracted. Geometric-
based feature extraction is often considered more difficult
to implement than appearance-based methods due to the
variability in the size and shape of features across emo-
tions [3]. In [10], Bezier curves were used to accurately
represent the shape of each facial component under dif-
ferent expressions using four control points. The distance
and angle of the end points were used to describe each
emotion. With the advent of 3D imaging systems, meth-
ods for 3D FER [20] and more recently 4D FER [21]
have also been proposed. Unlike traditional 2D meth-
ods of FER, 3D FER classifies emotion by extracting the
geometric structure of faces from 3D facial scans. 4D
FER exists when temporal information is used to con-
vey variations in adjacent 3D facial scans. While 3D/4D
FER is still a relatively new concept, results have shown
it to be effective at addressing the limitations of illumi-
nation and pose variation still present in most 2D FER
techniques.
Because of the large amount of data that can be

extracted from a face, a significant portion constitutes
redundant information. Large feature sets can greatly
reduce programme efficiency, especially when training a
classifier. Dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques are
often used to reduce the size of the feature set by remov-
ing redundant data, greatly improving efficiency without
reducing accuracy. Common dimensionality reduction
techniques include principal component analysis (PCA)
[7, 14, 22, 23], independent component analysis (ICA)
[3], linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [3] and AdaBoost
[14, 24]. In [7], a combination of multiple feature sets and
PCA was used for FER. It was shown that using multi-
ple feature sets resulted in a high classification accuracy.
By combining the method with PCA for dimensionality
reduction, efficiency was improved to an acceptable level
comparable to that of other appearance-based methods.
Similarly, in [25], canonical correlation analysis (CCA)

was used to fuse together multiple transform domain
feature sets to improve classification accuracy. To reduce
the overall size of the feature vector, two-dimensional
PCA (2DPCA) [26], a more efficient version of PCA,
was used to reduce the size of the feature sets before
classification.
Besides the traditional appearance and geometric-based

methods, other feature selection methods have also been
proposed in recent literature. In [27, 28], a deep belief
network (DBN) [29] was used for feature selection, learn-
ing and classification. However, the results reported do
not show a significant increase in recognition accuracy
over traditional methods. In comparison, the computa-
tional cost of deep learning is much higher than that
of traditional methods. More recently, work has been
undertaken into dynamic FER. In contrast to traditional
FER methods, dynamic FER aims to determine emotion
from a sequence of images as opposed to a single static
image. In [30], atlas construction and sparse representa-
tion were used to extract spatial and temporal informa-
tion from a dynamic expression. By including temporal
information along with spatial information, greater recog-
nition accuracies were achieved compared to that of static
image FER. However, computational cost is also greater
with dynamic FER depending on the length of the image
sequence.
The third and final step of FER is to create a classifier

based on the features extracted in step two. The extracted
features are fed into a machine learning algorithm that
attempts to classify them into distinct classes of emotion
based on the similarities between feature data. Once the
classifier has been trained, it is used to assign input fea-
tures to a particular class of emotion. It is widely accepted
that there are seven universally recognizable emotions, as
first proposed by Ekman [31]: joy, surprise, anger, fear,
disgust, sadness and neutral emotion. Common super-
vised classifiers include support vector machines (SVM)
[7, 9, 10, 14, 19, 32], K-nearest neighbours (K-NN)
[12, 33] and neural networks (NN) [10, 12, 34] . It
has been shown that for the task of FER, SVM with
a radial basis function (RBF) kernel [9, 10, 14] out-
performs other classifiers including alternative kernel
SVMs [10, 12].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2, the methodology for feature extraction and
classification is discussed in detail. The experimental
setup is outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, the results are
presented and discussed. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Materials andmethods
In this section, details of the proposed methodology and
potential improvements are given. A method for classifi-
cation is discussed at the end.
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2.1 Gradient local ternary pattern
Gradient local ternary pattern (GLTP) is a local
appearance-based facial texture feature proposed by
Ahmed and Hossain [19]. GLTP is used to encode the
local texture of a facial expression by calculating the
gradient magnitudes of local neighbourhoods within
the image and quantizing the values into three different
discrimination levels. The resulting local patterns are
used as facial feature descriptors. GLTP aims to address
the limitations of common appearance-based features
LBP [9, 35] and LDP [14] by combining the advantages of
the Sobel-LBP [36] and LTP [16] operators. GLTP uses
more robust gradient magnitude values as opposed to
grey levels with a three-level encoding scheme to discrim-
inate between smooth and highly textured facial regions.
This ensures the generation of consistent texture patterns
even under the presence of illumination variation and
random noise.
Firstly, horizontal and vertical approximations of the

derivatives of the source image f (x, y) are obtained by
applying the Sobel-Feldman [36, 37] operator. A Sobel
operator convolves the source image with horizontal and
vertical masks to obtain the horizontal (Gx) and vertical
(Gy) approximations of the derivatives respectively (see
Fig. 1a–c). The gradient magnitude (Gx,y) (see Fig. 1d) for

each pixel can then be found by combining Gx and Gy
using the formula:

Gx,y =
√
G2
x + G2

y (1)

Next, to differentiate between smooth and highly textured
facial regions, a threshold of ±t is applied around a centre
gradient value (Gc) of 3×3 pixel neighbourhoods through-
out the gradient magnitude image. Neighbour gradient
values falling in between Gc + t and Gc − t are quan-
tized to 0, while those below Gc − t and above Gc + t
are quantized to −1 and +1 respectively. In other words,
we have

SGLTP(Gc,Gi) =
⎧
⎨
⎩

−1 Gi < Gc − t
0 Gc − t ≤ Gi ≤ Gc + t

+1 Gi > Gc + t
(2)

whereGc is the centre gradient value of a 3×3 neighbour-
hood and Gi and SGLTP are the gradient magnitude and
quantized value of the surrounding neighbours respec-
tively (see Fig. 1e, f).
The resulting eight SGLTP values for each 3 × 3

neighbourhood can be concatenated to form a GLTP

(b)

*

*

(c)
(d)

(e)
(a)

(j) (i) (h) (g)

(f)

Fig. 1 a Source image. b Horizontal and vertical Sobel masks. c Horizontal and vertical gradients from Sobel operator. d Gradient magnitude image.
e Sample 3 × 3 neighbourhood of gradient magnitudes. f GLTP codes for t = 10. g Splitting GLTP code into positive and negative code. h Positive
and negative decimal coded image. i Segmenting positive and negative images into 7 × 6 regions. j Concatenate positive and negative GLTP
histogram from each region together to form feature vector
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code. However, using a three-level discrimination coding
scheme results in a much higher number of possible pat-
terns (38) when compared to that of LBP (28) [9] which
would result in a high dimensional feature vector. To
reduce the dimensionality, each GLTP code is split into its
positive and negative parts and treated as individual codes
(see Fig. 1g) as outlined by Tan and Triggs [15]. The for-
mula for converting each binary GLTP code to positive
(PGLTP) and negative (NGLTP) decimal codes are given in
Eqs. 3 and 4.

PGLTP =
7∑

i=0
SP (SGLTP(i)) × 2i (3)

SP(v) =
{
1 if v > 0
0 else

NGLTP =
7∑

i=0
SN (SGLTP(i)) × 2i (4)

SN (v) =
{
1 if v < 0
0 else

After computing the positive (PGLTP) and negative
(NGLTP) GLTP decimal coded image representations (see
Fig. 1h), each image is divided into m × n regions
(see Fig. 1i). A positive (HPGLTP) and negative (HNGLTP)
GLTP histogram is computed for each region using the
equations:

HPGLTP(τ ) =
M
m∑

r=1

N
n∑

c=1
f (PGLTP(r, c), τ) (5)

HNGLTP(τ ) =
M
m∑

r=1

N
n∑

c=1
f (NGLTP(r, c), τ) (6)

f (α, τ) =
{
1 if α = τ

0 else

where M and N are the width and height, respectively, of
the GLTP coded image; r and c represent row and column,
respectively; and τ is the GLTP code value (usually, 0–255)
for which you are finding the frequency occurrence. By
computing a GLTP histogram for each region, the loca-
tion information of the GLTP micro-patterns are com-
bined with their occurrence frequencies, thus improving
recognition accuracy.
Finally, the positive and negative GLTP histogram for

each region are concatenated together to form the feature
vector (see Fig. 1j) as shown:

HPGLTP(1, 1)HNGLTP(1, 1)
· · ·

HPGLTP(m, n)HNGLTP(m, n)

(7)

Algorithm 1 Gradient Local Ternary Pattern
Require: Source image i.e. pre-processed cropped face
Ensure: Vector of GLTP histograms
1: Compute horizontal (Gx) and vertical (Gy) derivative

approximations of image using Sobel operator.
2: Compute the gradient magnitude for each pixel of the

image Gx,y =
√
G2
x + G2

y .
3: Apply threshold of ±t around centre gradient value

(Gc) in a 3 × 3 neighbourhood to determine SGLTP
codes for the image.

4: Compute positive (PGLTP) and negative (NGLTP) GLTP
coded image representations from SGLTP values.

5: Split coded images intom × n regions.
6: Compute positive (HPGLTP ) and negative (HNGLTP )

GLTP histogram for each region.
7: Concatenate positive (HPGLTP ) and negative (HNGLTP )

GLTP histograms from each region to form feature
vector.

2.2 Improved gradient local ternary pattern
A common limitation of most appearance-based meth-
ods of FER, including GLTP, is that the number of
features extracted from images tends to be very large.
Unfortunately, most of these features are likely to con-
stitute redundant information as not every region of
the image is guaranteed to contain the same amount
of discriminative data. Having such a large feature set
can reduce both the efficiency and accuracy of classi-
fication. GLTP also makes use of the inaccurate Sobel
operator for computing the gradient magnitude image
when more accurate gradient operators could have been
used. In this section, improvements to the GLTP method
are proposed. These include the use of a more accu-
rate Scharr gradient operator, dimensionality reduction to
reduce the size of the feature vector, and facial component
extraction.

2.2.1 Scharr operator
The Sobel-Feldman [37] operator used with GLTP may
produce inaccuracies when computing the gradient mag-
nitude of an image. This is because the operator only com-
putes an approximation of the derivatives of the image.
While this estimation may be sufficient for most pur-
poses, Scharr [38] proposed a new operator that uses
an optimized filter for convolution based on minimizing
the weighted mean-squared angular error in the Fourier
domain. The Scharr operator is as fast as the Sobel opera-
tor but provides much greater accuracy when calculating
the derivatives of an image. This should result in a much
more accurate representation of the gradient magnitude
image. The filter masks for a 3 × 3 Scharr kernel are
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shown in Fig. 2 [39], and a comparison of Sobel and Scharr
gradient magnitude images is given in Fig. 3.

2.2.2 Dimensionality reduction
Having too few features within a feature vector will most
often result in classification failure even when using the
best of classifiers. On the other hand, having a very large
feature vector will make the classification process slow
and is not guaranteed to increase classification accuracy.
This is especially true if the feature vector contains large
amounts of redundant data. To solve this issue, a dimen-
sionality reduction (DR) [40] technique is proposed to
reduce the size of the feature vector, improving clas-
sification efficiency without compromising recognition
accuracy. Principal component analysis (PCA) [22] is a
technique that is used to transform existing features into
a newly reduced set of features. PCA has widely been
used for face and expression recognition [23, 41] with
good accuracy and more recently has also been used as
a DR technique [7, 14, 42, 43]. Using PCA, a covari-
ance data matrix is used to compute eigenvectors for a
set of data. A linear weighted combination of the top-
most few eigenvectors is used to approximate each input
feature. All the eigenvectors define the eigenspace, and
each eigenvalue defines its corresponding axis of vari-
ance. Eigenvalues that are close to zero are discarded
as they do not contain much discriminative informa-
tion. The eigenvectors associated with the top eigenvalues
define the reduced subspace, and the original feature
vector can be projected onto this subspace to reduce
its size.

2.2.3 Facial component extraction
Each region of a face contains varying amounts of dis-
criminative information with regard to facial expres-
sion. Regions around the eyes, nose and mouth tend
to produce the most discriminative information [44] for
appearance-based feature extraction methods. However,
many appearance-based FER methods, including GLTP,
still populate feature vectors using information obtained
from the whole face [9, 14, 19]. This makes the feature
vector unnecessarily large by filling it with redundant

(a) (b)
Fig. 2 Scharr a horizontal and b vertical masks for a 3 × 3 kernel

(a) (b)
Fig. 3 a Sobel gradient magnitude image. b Scharr gradient
magnitude image

data that contains no discriminative expression informa-
tion, such as that from the edges of the face. In certain
cases, the subject’s hair or other obscurities that lie at the
edge of the face could unintentionally be included as part
of the information in the feature vector. This, combined
with a large amount of redundant information, could have
a potentially negative effect on classification accuracy.
Results from literature have shown that performing fea-
ture extraction on specific cropped regions of the face can
improve classification accuracy [12, 44].

Algorithm 2 Improved Gradient Local Ternary Pattern
Require: Source images i.e. pre-processed cropped facial

components
Ensure: Feature vector with dimension reduced
1: Compute horizontal (Gx) and vertical (Gy) derivative

of each component using Scharr operator.
2: Compute the gradient magnitude for each component

Gx,y =
√
G2
x + G2

y .
3: Apply threshold of ±t around centre gradient value

(Gc) in a 3 × 3 neighbourhood to determine SGLTP
codes for each component.

4: For each component, compute positive (PGLTP) and
negative (NGLTP) GLTP coded image representations
from SGLTP values.

5: Split coded images intom × n regions.
6: Compute positive (HPGLTP ) and negative (HNGLTP )

GLTP histogram for each region.
7: For each component, concatenate positive(HPGLTP )

and negative (HNGLTP ) GLTP histograms from each
region.

8: Concatenate the extended histograms from each com-
ponent to form feature vector.

9: Apply PCA to feature vector to reduce dimensionality.
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2.3 Classification using SVM
A support vector machine (SVM) [32] was used for fea-
ture classification. SVM is a supervised machine learning
technique that implicitly maps labelled training data into
a higher dimensional feature space, constructing a lin-
early separable optimal hyperplane between the data. The
hyperplane is said to be optimal when the separating mar-
gin between the sample classes is maximal. The optimal-
hyperplane can then be used to classify new examples.
Given a set of labelled training data: T = {(xi, li), i =
1, 2, . . . , L}, where xi ∈ RP and li ∈ {−1, 1}, a new test
sample x is classified by:

f (x) = sign
( L∑

i=1
αiliK(xi, x) + b

)
(8)

where αi are Lagrangemultipliers of the dual optimization
problem, K(xi, x) is a kernel function and b is a bias or
threshold parameter. The training samples (xi) with αi >

0 are the support vectors. The hyperplane maximizes the
margin between these support vectors.
SVM is traditionally a binary classifier that constructs

an optimal hyperplane from positive and negative sam-
ples. For multi-class classification, the one-against-rest
approach was employed. In this approach, a binary clas-
sifier is trained for each expression to discriminate one
expression from the rest. A radial basis function (RBF)
kernel was used for classification. The RBF kernel is
defined by the equation:

K(xi, x) = exp
(−γ ‖xi − x‖2) , γ > 0 (9)

where γ is a user selectable kernel parameter.

3 Experimental setup
In this section, an explanation of the datasets used for test-
ing and relevant pre-processing steps are given. Finally,
the methods used for parameter selection are detailed.

3.1 Datasets
Two of themost commonly used facial expression datasets
in current literature were selected for testing.

3.1.1 CK+ dataset
The Cohn-Kanade (CK) AU-coded expression dataset
[45] consists of 97 university students between 18 to 30
years of age. Sixty-five percent were female, 15% were
African-American and 3% were Asian or Latino. Subjects
were asked to perform up to six different prototypic emo-
tions (i.e. joy, surprise, anger, fear, disgust and sadness)
as well as a neutral expression. Image sequences from
the neutral expression to target expression were captured
using a frontal facing camera and digitized to 640 × 480
or 490 pixels in .png image format.
Released in 2010, The extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+)

dataset [46] increases the number of subjects from CK by
27% to 123 subjects and the number of image sequences
by 22% to 593 sequences. Each peak expression is fully
FACS coded and where applicable is assigned a prototypic
emotion label. In our setup, 309 sequences were selected
from 106 subjects by eliminating sequences that did not
belong to one of the six previously mentioned prototypic
emotions based on the provided validated emotion labels.
For 6-class expression recognition, the three most expres-
sive images from each sequence were selected, resulting
in 927 images. To build the 7-class dataset, the first image
(neutral expression) from each of the 309 sequences was
selected and added to the 6-class dataset, resulting in a
total of 1236 images. Figure 4a shows a sample of seven
prototypic expressions from the CK+ dataset.

3.1.2 JAFFE dataset
The Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) dataset
[47] contains 213 images of 10 female Japanese subjects.
Each subject was asked to perform multiple poses of
seven basic prototypic expressions. The expression label
for each image represents the expression that the subject

Neutral      Joy Surprise Anger Fear      Disgust       Sadness

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Sample prototypic expressions from a CK+ dataset and b JAFFE dataset
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was asked to pose. The images are provided in .tiff image
format with a resolution of 256×256 pixels. Figure 4b
shows a sample of seven prototypic expressions from the
JAFFE dataset.

3.2 Pre-processing
To ensure accurate results, the images were pre-processed
before feature extraction. Two forms of pre-processing
were implemented: cropping the face from the image and
cropping multiple facial components from the image.

3.2.1 Cropped face
To remove the background and other edge-lying obscuri-
ties, the subject’s face was cropped from the original image
based on the positions of the eyes. For the CK+ dataset,
68 landmark locations were provided for each image, each
of which represents a point on the face as shown in Fig. 5
[11]. Using the provided landmarks, the centres of the left
and the right eye were found and the distance (D) between
them was calculated. The face was then cropped using
empirically selected percentages of D with the centre of
the left eye as a reference point as shown in Fig. 6. In our
setup, the cropping region was reduced to exclude all non-
discriminative regions of the face, compared to [14, 19].
After cropping, the faces were resized to a uniform size of
147×108 pixels.
For the JAFFE dataset, no landmark locations are pro-

vided. Instead, the popular Viola and Jones [6] face and
eye detection cascade was used to detect the face and then
the eye location of each image. The face was then cropped

using empirically selected percentages of the width of the
detected eyes (W ) with the top left corner of the eye
region as the reference point as shown in Fig. 7. After
cropping, the faces were resized to a uniform size of
147 × 108 pixels.

3.2.2 Cropped facial components
In [7], cropping was performed on the eyes, nose and
mouth regions. However, in [12], cropping was only per-
formed on the eye and mouth regions with the nose
being excluded. In our testing, greater recognition accu-
racy was achieved with the mouth region included (see
Fig. 9). For the CK+ dataset, the 68 landmark locations
(Fig. 5) provided with each image were used to crop the
left eye, right eye, nose and mouth regions as shown in
Fig. 8a. After cropping, each region is resized to a uniform
size of 75×120 pixels and segmented into 3×4 regions as
shown in Fig. 8b. For the JAFFE dataset, the eye, nose and
mouth regions were found using a common face detection
cascade [6].

3.3 Parameter selection
In this section, the methods used to find the optimal
parameters for image threshold, component region size,
dimensionality reduction and classification are detailed.

3.3.1 Threshold and region size
To find the optimal threshold value t, all other parame-
ters were held constant and 10-fold cross-validation was

Fig. 5 Sixty-eight facial landmarks
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D
0.6D

0.35D

1.7D

Fig. 6 Face cropping in CK+ dataset

performed for increasing values of t. The threshold value
that achieved the highest cross-validation accuracy was
selected. Thresholds of t = 10 and t = 20 were confirmed
to be the optimal values for the CK+ [19] and JAFFE
datasets respectively.
Before extracting GLTP histograms from the face, it is

first segmented into m × n regions. This ensures that
location information is included together with frequency
occurrence information. Having few regions improves
classification performance; however, this may result in a
low recognition accuracy. On the other hand, having too
many regions reduces classification efficiency and may
also lower recognition accuracy due to too much unnec-
essary location information being included. It has been
shown that a region size of 7 × 6 results in optimal
recognition accuracy and efficiency [12, 19].
The technique of multiple region segmentation is also

used when working with facial components. To deter-
mine the optimal region size for each facial component,
all parameters are kept constant while varying the region
size and performing 10-fold cross-validation. Region sizes
of 1× 1, 2× 2, 2× 4, 3× 4 and 3× 5 were tested. A region
size of 3 × 4 resulted in optimal recognition accuracy
(see Fig. 10).

3.3.2 Principal component analysis
In principal component analysis (PCA), the number of
components selected for projection is a trade-off between

0.2W

W

W

Fig. 7 Face cropping in JAFFE dataset

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8 a Cropping facial components in the CK+ dataset. b
Segmenting each component into a 3 × 4 region

computational efficiency and recognition accuracy. If too
few components remain after applying PCA, efficiency
will be high but recognition accuracy will decrease as not
enough discriminative features remain in the feature vec-
tor. On the other hand, having too large a number of
features remaining will not result in any improvement to
efficiency. To find the optimal number of principle com-
ponents for projection, all parameters were held constant
while varying the number of principle components and
applying a 10-fold cross-validation test. Projection values
of 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 were tested, and it was found
that the projection value that resulted in optimal accuracy
and efficiency was 256 components for the CK+ dataset
(see Figs. 11 and 12) and 64 components for the JAFFE
dataset.

Fig. 9 The effect of extracting different sets of components on
recognition accuracy in the CK+ dataset
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Fig. 10 The effect of varying component region size on recognition
accuracy in CK+ dataset

3.3.3 Support vectormachine
An optimal parameter grid-search was carried out to
find the values C and γ using a 10-fold cross-validation
testing method as outlined in [32]. The parameter com-
bination resulting in the highest cross-validation accuracy
was selected.

4 Results and discussion
In this section, results are reported on the CK+ and JAFFE
datasets using the methods outlined in Section 2 with a
SVM classifier. Finally, comparisons aremade between the
proposed method and existing methods in literature.

4.1 Testing procedures
Three different testing procedures were used to measure
the accuracy of the proposed methodology as outlined in
[7, 48]. Details of the procedures are given below.

4.1.1 Cross-validation
In k-fold cross-validation, the entire dataset is randomly
divided into k roughly equally sized segments. In our
setup, we used k = 10 as in [7, 19]. For each fold, 9/10 of
the segments are used as the training set while the remain-
ing segment is used as the testing set. This process is

Table 1 Recognition rate (%) for 6-class emotion in CK+ dataset
using GLTP and Improved GLTP

Methods CV LOO PI

GLTP 98.9 ± 0.16 99.2 86.4

Improved GLTP 99.3 ± 0.25 99.7 86.5

Table 2 Recognition rate (%) for 7-class emotion in CK+ dataset
using GLTP and Improved GLTP

Methods CV LOO PI

GLTP 96.9 ± 0.21 97.4 83.0

Improved GLTP 97.6 ± 0.30 98.1 83.1

repeated 10 times so that each segment is tested once. The
average accuracy is calculated across the 10-folds. Because
the dataset is randomly divided, the average accuracy cal-
culated will be different each time cross-validation is run.
To ensure fair results, 10-fold cross-validation is repeated
10 times and the average overall accuracy is calculated
from all 10 runs.

4.1.2 Leave one out
In the leave-one-out method, all images in the dataset
apart from one are used as the training set. The remaining
image is used for testing. This process is repeated for every
image in the dataset so that each image is tested once. The
recognition accuracy is found using the equation:

Accuracy = # of correct predictions
total # of images

× 100% (10)

4.1.3 Person independent
In the person independent method, all images apart from
one subject’s set of expressions are used as the training set
(i.e. one subject is completely left out of the training set).
The one remaining subject’s images are used as the test
set. The process is repeated for each subject. The accuracy
from each subject’s test is averaged to obtain the overall
accuracy.

4.2 Results on the CK+ dataset
Figure 9 shows a comparison between using four facial
components (left eye, right eye, nose and mouth) and
three facial components (left eye, right eye and mouth)
for feature extraction. Tenfold cross-validation testing was

Table 3 Confusion matrix (%) of cross-validation testing method
for 6-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad

Joy 99.9 0 0.1 0 0 0

Sur 0 99.4 0.4 0.1 0 0.1

Ang 0 0 99.3 0 0.4 0.3

Fear 0 0.5 0 99.4 0 0.1

Dis 0 0 0.6 0 99.4 0

Sad 0 0 2.7 0 0 97.3
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Table 4 Confusion matrix (%) of cross-validation testing method
for 7-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad Neu

Joy 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sur 0.5 98 0 0 0 0 1.5

Ang 0 0.1 95.3 0 0 0 4.6

Fear 0 0.4 0 99.2 0 0 0.4

Dis 0 0 0.5 0 98.6 0 0.9

Sad 0 0 0.9 0.4 0 93.9 4.8

Neu 0.1 0 1.8 0.1 0.5 0.9 96.6

performed for six and seven classes of emotion on the
CK+ dataset. The results show that higher recognition
accuracies are achieved when using four facial compo-
nents for feature extraction, i.e. when the nose is included.
To determine the optimal number of regions for each

component, 10-fold cross-validation was performed for
six and seven classes of emotion on the CK+ dataset while
varying the region size. The results are shown in Fig. 10.
It can be seen that the optimal region size is 3 × 4. Fur-
ther increasing the region size past 3× 4 regions does not
result in improved recognition accuracy as unnecessarily
large amounts of redundant information get incorporated
into the feature vector degrading accuracy.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the recognition rate of GLTP

and our proposed method, Improved GLTP, for six and
seven classes of emotion in the CK+ dataset. We observe
that our proposed method outperforms traditional GLTP
by 0.4 to 0.7% in cross-validation testing and 0.5 to 0.7%
in leave-one-out testing for six and seven classes of emo-
tion respectively. The results for person independent test-
ing also show a slight improvement. The results confirm
that the proposed enhancements to GLTP such as the
use of the more accurate Scharr operator, dimensionality
reduction via PCA and facial component extraction, when
combined, further improve the recognition accuracy of
GLTP.

Table 5 Confusion matrix (%) of leave-one-out testing method
for 6-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad

Joy 100 0 0 0 0 0

Sur 0 99.6 0.4 0 0 0

Ang 0 0 100 0 0.4 0.3

Fear 0 0.5 0 100 0 0.1

Dis 0 0 0.6 0 100 0

Sad 0 0 2.4 0 0 97.6

Table 6 Confusion matrix (%) of leave-one-out testing method
for 7-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad Neu

Joy 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sur 0.4 98.4 0 0 0 0 1.2

Ang 0 0.1 97 0 0 0 3

Fear 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Dis 0 0 0.5 0 99.4 0 0.6

Sad 0 0 1.2 0 0 95.2 3.6

Neu 0 0 1.6 0 0.6 1 96.8

Tables 3 and 4 show the confusion matrices for 10-
fold cross-validation testing for six and seven classes of
emotion using Improved GLTP in the CK+ dataset. We
observe that, in particular, anger and sadness emotions get
confused with neutral emotion in 7-class CV testing.
Tables 5 and 6 show the confusion matrices for leave-

one-out testing for six and seven classes of emotion
using Improved GLTP in the CK+ dataset. As expected,
the leave-out-out testing procedure achieved the highest
recognition accuracies on test. This is because, for each
fold, the entire dataset apart from one image is used as
the training set. Although high accuracies were achieved
for both six and seven classes of emotion, we observe
that anger and sadness emotions do get confused with the
added neutral emotion in 7-class testing, reducing overall
accuracy.
Tables 7 and 8 show the confusion matrices for person

independent testing for six and seven classes of emotion
using Improved GLTP in the CK+ dataset. This testing
procedure achieved the lowest recognition accuracies on
test. This is because not a single image from the test
subject remains in the training set. Person independent
testing is thus used to show the robustness of the method
under test to unseen subjects. We observe that in 6-class
testing, anger, fear and sadness emotions are misclassi-
fied the most. In 7-class testing, the accuracies further

Table 7 Confusion matrix (%) of person independent testing
method for 6-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad

Joy 96.6 0 1.9 0 1.5 0

Sur 0.8 97.2 1.2 0.4 0.4 0

Ang 0 4.4 78.5 0 11.9 5.2

Fear 16 6.7 6.7 58.6 0 12

Dis 2.3 0 11.3 0 86.4 0

Sad 0 11.9 14.3 8.3 0 65.5
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Table 8 Confusion matrix (%) of person independent testing
method for 7-class emotion in CK+ dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad Neu

Joy 93.7 0 0.5 0 1.0 0 4.8

Sur 0.8 94 0 0.4 0 0 4.8

Ang 0 1.5 61.5 0 8.1 0 28.9

Fear 13.3 2.7 4 56 0 4 20

Dis 2.3 0 6.2 0 82.5 0 9

Sad 0 3.6 3.6 6 0 48.8 38

Neu 0.3 1 2.5 1 1.3 1.3 92.6

decrease as the emotions also get confused to a great
extent with the added neutral emotion.

4.3 Results on the JAFFE dataset
We repeat the cross-validation and leave-one-out tests
from above on the JAFFE dataset. The results are
summarized in Tables 9 and 10. We see that our proposed
method, Improved GLTP, shows a significant improve-
ment in recognition accuracy over traditional GLTP for
the JAFFE dataset. The largest improvement in recog-
nition accuracy was seen during 7-class cross-validation
testing, where Improved GLTP outperformed GLTP by
7.3%. Improved GLTP also showed a sizeable improve-
ment of 7, 6.3 and 5.5% for 7-class LOO, 6-class CV and
6-class LOO tests respectively. The results from the JAFFE
dataset further verifies that the recognition accuracy of
Improved GLTP is superior to that of traditional GLTP.
The confusion matrices for cross-validation and leave-

one-out tests on the JAFFE dataset are provided in
Tables 11, 12, 13 and 14. We observe that, like with the
CK+ dataset, leave-one-out testing outperformed cross-
validation testing while 7-class testing produced lower
recognition accuracies compared to 6-class testing due
to the added confusion caused by the included neutral
emotion. We also observe that the disgust emotion is the
only emotion to not be confused with neutral emotion in
7-class testing.

4.4 Effect of dimensionality reduction
Before performing dimensionality reduction via PCA, it
is extremely important to find the optimal number of

Table 9 Recognition rate (%) for 6-class emotion in JAFFE
dataset using GLTP and Improved GLTP

Methods CV LOO

GLTP 77.0 ± 1.1 81.3

Improved GLTP 83.3 ± 1.6 86.8

Table 10 Recognition rate (%) for 7-class emotion in JAFFE
dataset using GLTP and Improved GLTP

Methods CV LOO

GLTP 74.4 ± 1.3 77.5

Improved GLTP 81.7 ± 1.3 84.5

components to project. If too many components are set
to remain, the time taken to project the increased num-
ber of components will outweigh the efficiency improve-
ment gained from training/testing the reduced feature set
and efficiency will instead decrease. Figures 11 and 12
demonstrate the effect of varying the number of principle
components on recognition accuracy and training/testing
runtime using 10-fold cross-validation for six and seven
classes of emotion in the CK+ dataset. The improvement
in runtime is in relation to running Improved GLTP with-
out PCA. The results show that projecting a small number
of principle components, such as 64, results in a large
decrease in runtime but a comparatively lower recognition
accuracy. On the other hand, projecting a larger number
of principle components, such as 1024, actually increases
runtime while recognition accuracy decreases as a result
of redundant data being included. It can be seen that the
optimal number of principle components to be used for
projection is 256.
We compare the performance of GLTP to Improved

GLTP by comparing the runtime of the training and test-
ing stages for 10-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out
procedures. We do not consider the person independent
procedure as the size of the training and test segments
varies per fold. The average per fold runtime for each
method using the CK+ dataset is given in Table 15 (Core 2
Duo, 2.0 GHz, 3-GB RAM). The improvement in runtime
when using Improved GLTP is shown in Table 16, and the
overall improvement in runtime across all folds is given in
Table 17.
The results show that Improved GLTP, with dimension-

ality reduction via PCA, had a positive effect on runtime

Table 11 Confusion matrix (%) of cross-validation testing
method for 6-class emotion in JAFFE dataset using Improved
GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad

Joy 89.1 0.3 0 3.1 0.6 6.9

Sur 3.4 84.5 4.1 5.2 0.7 2.1

Ang 0 1.3 81.7 6 9.3 1.7

Fear 3.1 7.5 0.9 75.4 5 8.1

Dis 0 0 5.5 1.4 89 4.1

Sad 0 5.3 0 7 7.3 80.4
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Table 12 Confusion matrix (%) of cross-validation testing
method for 7-class emotion in JAFFE dataset using Improved
GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad Neu

Joy 86.9 0 0 3.4 0 0.3 9.4

Sur 0 76.6 3.1 1.7 0.7 0 17.9

Ang 0 2.3 78.4 4.7 10.3 0.3 4

Fear 1.3 5.9 0.3 74.1 4.1 6.9 7.4

Dis 0 0 4.1 1.4 90.4 4.1 0

Sad 0 5 1 8.6 8 73.7 3.7

Neu 0 3.2 4.5 0 0 0.3 92

performance in the CK+ dataset. The largest improve-
ment in runtime was seen during the training stages.
In particular, for the leave-one-out procedure, Improved
GLTP saved a total of 10.07 h for 7-class training, reducing
the overall training runtime by 54.1% compared to GLTP.
We also compare the performance of Improved GLTP

to GLTP using the JAFFE dataset. The overall improve-
ment in runtime across all folds when using Improved
GLTP is given in Table 18. We confirm that Improved
GLTP showed an improvement in runtime across all test-
ing procedures. Once again, the largest improvement was
seen during the training stages. From the results obtained
using both datasets, we have verified that Improved GLTP
is more efficient than traditional GLTP.

4.5 Comparison to results in literature
Table 19 shows a comparison between common
appearance-based methods of FER and other state-of-the-
art methods in current literature on the CK dataset. To
make a fair and accurate comparison, the results for LBP,
LDP, LTP and GLTP are taken from [19] where the exper-
imental setup and testing procedure was kept constant
for all methods. In [19], a 10-fold cross-validation testing
procedure was used on six and seven classes of emotion in
the CK dataset. The results confirm that LBP was the least
accurate method on test. LDP and LTP outperformed

Table 13 Confusion matrix (%) of leave-one-out testing method
for 6-class emotion in JAFFE dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad

Joy 90.6 0 0 3.1 0 6.3

Sur 3.4 89.8 3.4 3.4 0 0

Ang 0 0 86.7 3.3 10 0

Fear 0 9.3 0 78.1 6.3 6.3

Dis 0 0 3.4 0 93.2 3.4

Sad 0 6.7 0 3.3 6.7 83.3

Table 14 Confusion matrix (%) of leave-one-out testing method
for 7-class emotion in JAFFE dataset using Improved GLTP

Joy Sur Ang Fear Dis Sad Neu

Joy 87.5 0 0 3.1 0 0 9.4

Sur 0 79.4 3.4 0 0 0 17.2

Ang 0 0 83.4 3.3 10 0 3.3

Fear 0 6.3 0 75 6.2 6.3 6.2

Dis 0 0 3.4 0 93.2 3.4 0

Sad 0 6.7 0 3.3 6.7 80 3.3

Neu 0 3.2 3.2 0 0 0 93.6

LBP, achieving very similar results to one another with
only a 0.1 to 0.5% difference in recognition accuracy.
GLTP was the best performing appearance-based method
with a 2.8 to 3.5% improvement in recognition accuracy
over LDP and LTP. In our testing, we achieved a 98.9 and
96.9% recognition accuracy for 6- and 7-class emotion,
respectively, when using GLTP with the same testing
procedure. The increase in base method results by 1.7
and 5.2%, respectively, is possibly due to two different
reasons. Firstly, our experimental setup differs to [19] in
the fact that we selected only the images in the dataset
that exhibited a definitive prototypic emotion. Our selec-
tion of total images is thus 24% less than in [19]. However,
we included 11% more subjects from the extended CK+
dataset to increase variety compared to [19]. Secondly, we
refined the pre-processing of the images by further reduc-
ing the area of the cropped face. This eliminated much of
the redundant areas that remained after pre-processing

Fig. 11 The effect of varying the number of projected principle
components on recognition accuracy and runtime for six classes of
emotion in the CK+ dataset
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Fig. 12 The effect of varying the number of projected principle
components on recognition accuracy and runtime for seven classes
of emotion in the CK+ dataset

in [19]. The combination of including only images with
definitive prototypic emotion and a refined method of
pre-processing is the likely cause of the increase in the
base recognition accuracy of GLTP.
Besides common appearance-based methods, our

results are also compared to other state-of-the-art meth-
ods in literature. In [27], a deep belief network (DBN)
was used for feature extraction and classification. A
recognition rate of 91.1% was achieved for seven classes
of emotion using a sevenfold cross-validation testing
scheme. Then in [28], the method was improved by using
a boosted DBN (BDBN). In this method, a recognition
accuracy of 96.7% was achieved for six classes of emotion
using an eightfold cross-validation testing scheme. If we
were to disregard any differences due to the fold size,
the results are respectively 6.5 and 2.6% less accurate
than our equivalent methods. The computational cost

Table 15 Average Runtime per fold (seconds) using CK+ dataset

Training Testing

6-class 7-class 6-class 7-class

(a) GLTP

CV 23.65 48.27 2.69 4.96

LOO 27.39 54.20 0.037 0.051

(b) Improved GLTP

CV 16.58 22.33 2.50 3.99

LOO 18.46 24.86 0.031 0.036

Table 16 Improvement in runtime when using Improved GLTP
on CK+ dataset

Training Testing

6-class 7-class 6-class 7-class

(a) Per fold improvement (seconds)

CV 7.07 25.94 0.19 0.97

LOO 8.93 29.34 0.006 0.015

(b) Percentage improvement (%)

CV 29.9 53.7 7.1 19.6

LOO 32.6 54.1 16.2 29.4

of deep learning methods is also much greater than our
method. In [30], a state-of-the-art method of dynamic
FER using atlas construction and sparse representation
was presented. A recognition accuracy of 97.2% was
achieved for seven classes of emotion using a person
independent testing scheme. In our tests, we obtained an
83.1% recognition accuracy when using Improved GLTP
with the same testing procedure. The results from the
two methods differ by 14.1% when temporal information
is available. However, in [30], the same test was also
performed without any temporal information, i.e. only
spatial information was used for feature selection. In this
case, a recognition accuracy of 92.4% was achieved, 4.8%
lower than when temporal information was included.
Even without temporal information, the method still
achieves a 9.3% higher recognition accuracy than that
of Improved GLTP. The results show that dynamic
FER can offer much higher recognition accuracies than
traditional static methods of FER. However, the compu-
tational cost and complexity of working with dynamic
image sequences is much greater than when working
with static images. The authors report that it takes 1.6 s
to predict one image sequence (4-core, 2.5 GHz, 6-GB
RAM). In comparison, we found that our proposed
method, Improved GLTP, took an average time of under

Table 17 Overall improvement in runtime when using Improved
GLTP on CK+ dataset

Training Testing

6-class 7-class 6-class 7-class

(a) Seconds

CV 70.7 259.4 1.9 9.7

LOO 8278.1 36264.2 5.6 18.5

(b) Hours

CV 0.0196 0.0721 0.0005 0.0027

LOO 2.30 10.07 0.0016 0.0051
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Table 18 Overall improvement in runtime when using Improved
GLTP on JAFFE dataset

Training Testing

6-class 7-class 6-class 7-class

(a) Seconds

CV 11.4 17.6 0.4 0.7

LOO 262.6 535.3 0.7 0.6

(b) Percentage (%)

CV 60.0 66.8 24.2 33.0

LOO 63.5 72.0 30.8 23.1

40 ms for each image prediction (2-core, 2.0 GHz, 3-GB
RAM), far less than that of the dynamic-based method.
The results are summarized in Fig. 13 where it is shown
that our proposed Improved GLTP method outperforms
common appearance-based feature extraction methods
as well as other state-of-the-art methods in current
literature.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have confirmed, via extensive test-
ing on the CK+ and JAFFE datasets, that gradient local
ternary pattern (GLTP) [19] is an accurate and effi-
cient feature extraction technique well suited for the
task of facial expression recognition (FER). Improvements
to GLTP such as the use of enhanced pre-processing,
a more accurate Scharr gradient operator, dimension-
ality reduction via PCA and facial component extrac-
tion were proposed. The Improved GLTP method was
implemented and tested and shown to further improve
recognition accuracy and efficiency. In a comparison
with techniques from current literature, our improved

Table 19 Comparison of recognition rate (%) on CK dataset for
various feature selection methods in literature

Methoda 6-class 7-class

LBP [18] 90.1 83.3

LDP [18] 93.7 88.4

LTP [18] 93.6 88.9

GLTP [18] 97.2 91.7

DBN [24] - 91.1b

BDBN [25] 96.7c -

Dynamic atlas [27] - 97.2d 92.4d, e

Improved GLTP 99.3 97.6

a10-fold cross-validation unless otherwise stated
b7-fold cross-validation
c8-fold cross-validation
dPerson independent
eWithout temporal information

Fig. 13 Comparison of feature selection methods on CK dataset

method was shown to outperform other state-of-the-art
methods in terms of both recognition accuracy and effi-
ciency. In the future, Improved GLTP can be combined
with multiple feature sets to further improve recognition
accuracy.
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